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ABSTRACT: 

 

Songs add not only musical fiction to a movie but are also important to precede 

the story, to explore the theme. Songs help listeners to paint the sketches, draw the 

portraits of the characters and to explore their desires, their characteristics in a movie. 

Folk songs represent culture and history of a particular geographical region. From 

generations to generations, these songs are being sung with same wording, in same tone, 

on same pitch by peopleof Punjab. Indian Cinema consists of various cinemas of states 

and regions in India. The film-makers adapt other cultures partially or completely, 

adopting signs, symbols, and metaphors to define various cultures, to symbolize 

characteristics of a specific culture. Apart from all regional cultures, Punjabi culture is 

mostly used culture in these films and most of the times represented in a wrong way. 

Insofar,Bollywood movies have incorporated Punjabi families, culture, names and 

ultimately Punjabi songs. This is an important area for research to examine the ways 

Punjabi folk songs are represented as sometimes, meaning is lost. This research is 

significant in women’s perspective since among these cultural specifications, women are 

used as a tool of cultural representations. They are used by film-makers to add fiction and 

entertainment in visual representation of these songs. In this research, the cultural history 

of Punjabi Folk songs and their use in contemporary Hindi movies Cocktail and Queen is 

explored. Lyrics of songs are studied to understand meaning of Punjabi folk songs in 

these movies; music is studied of such songs to analyze the western beats added into 

them. Using feminist film theory, technical as well as symbolic analysis of visual 

representation of these songs is made. The frame camera places a woman in a particular 

shot, on specific words is observed. An analysis is made on the meaning of words versus 
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shots of a particular folk song, and the songs are compared with the original folk songs of 

Punjab. 

Keywords: Folk Songs, Culture, films, female perspective 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

 

The sound film technology was introduced in 1931, with AlamAra (ArdeshirIrani, 1931) 

as the first sound film. Since the early 20th century, a wide range of popular Indian 

musical genres including thumri, gazal, qawwali, bhajan, folk songs and stage music had 

been recorded and disseminated on 78rpm gramophone disc by the English Gramophone 

Company. These genres were popular in the sense of appealing and familiar to record-

buying audiences. (Arnold, Autumn, 1992 - Winter, 1993, p. 122)The folk comes in all 

forms of rasas, the most celebrated rasa of Punjabi folk in films is Shingara rasa, the 

celebration of love. The qissa of Waris Shah celebrates eroticism ultimately away from a 

complete acknowledgement of the true nature of the relationship between Hir and 

Ranjha. (Deol, Feb 2002, p. 169) Films resemble painting, literature and the dance. It is a 

medium used to produce artistic results. (Arnheim, 1992, p. 17)Films are produced and 

seen within a social and cultural context. The world come to us in shape of stories read or 

told. Film is a powerful medium, which can transform the real, and this medium has its 

own language and own way of making sense. (Turner, 1993, p. 22) Films are intertextual, 

so, songs are part of narrative as the texts are understood in terms of our experience or 

awareness of other films or outside world.Culture is eradicated from society. So, its 

presentation will ultimately affectthe society.(Dwyer, 2006, p. 80)According to Gilles 

Deleuze, the fictional conception of history, the creation of a grand fresco that focuses on 

the parallelsand analogies between one civilization and another, between one period and 

another. (Deleuze, 1983, p. 149) There are certain elements in all stories that not only 

belong to the individual film itself, but also refer to a more universal concept or idea. 

(Magerstadt, 2015, p. 48)  

Film is an art, as for James Monaco, if a film does not fit the definition of art, definition 

of art must be changed (Monaco, 2009, p. 306)Semiology is the study of system of signs. 

The film language is studied by redefining the concept of written and spoken language. 
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For semiologists, a sign must consist of signifier (the collection of letters or sounds) and 

the signified (which signifier represents). (Monaco 2009, p.127) History is visualized 

through costuming, photographs, landscapes and printed documents, and printed 

documents, as well as reinforced through the uses of music and speeches. (Landy, 2007, 

p. 163) Through movies, homogeneous culture is presented to the heterogeneous 

audience. So, a director or music composer needs to make transformations to make the 

audience understood of the concept. 

Culture is a dynamic process, culture defines the social existence. For Roland 

Barthes (1973), Language includes all those systems from which one can select and 

combine elements in order to communicate. One cannot even think without language so, 

cannot imagine, idealize, construct, or communicate anything without means of language. 

One becomes member of a particular culture through language. The personal identity is 

achieved and one becomes able to internalize the value system which structures our 

lives(Greame, Turner, 1993, p. 68). 

The language of Hindi Cinema is not Hindi but Hindustani. Songs stand apart 

with their own aesthetic space in Hindi Cinema, exempted from the narrative burden of 

films. When the sound came to Hindi Cinema in 1930s, the language of Hindi cinema 

was a form of Urdu that was widely understood. Along with Urdu, a bedrock of Hindi 

Cinema, most other forms of Lingua Franca and a mixture of other Indian languages 

particularly Punjabi and English is used. (Dwyer, Rachel, 2006, p. 81) 

Indian music is older than films. It soothes human organisms. There is no world 

without music. Music supports human mind for imagination inspiring ideas such that we 

feel the impossible is possibly happening.There are different musical tones for expressing 

different feelings. Romance scenes demand different music and lyrics and different kind 

of music will be accompanied with ecstasy or sorrow.1943 movie Tansen (directed by 

Jayant Desai) celebrates K. L. Sehgal as ‘Tansen’, India’s most prominent music artist. 

Songs are used to attach audience with situations expressed in movies, 

emotionally.Narrative is not constructed by visual means only. Music also transmits the 

information to the spectator. Music works as an important agent for constructing mood, 

emotions, characterization, point of view and action. (Marcom, 2001, p. 63) Songs are a 

part of the process of creating scenes, establishing characters, defining story and music 
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reinforces it. Songs and Music itself recreates the impression of reality and communicate 

message more effectively. Songs describes imagination of people, and reflects the reality. 

Anil Biswas, the pioneer composer of music in Indian films states that while temples and 

urban centers have a bias for classical music, fields and villages have a bias for folk 

music. He says that there should be a new music for new India but not at the cost of India 

and Indian music. Prabodh Kumar Sanyal states that the masses do not always know what 

they want. It is director, music composers’ responsibility of educating them of their 

tastes. Cinema is an urban industry producing various byproducts and Songs are one of 

them. Film is a vision but Indian Cinema is a dream factory with songs as a brand 

product. (Rande, 2011, p. 22) 

 Songs of Bollywood movies celebrate seasons ‘Barso Re Megha’, ‘KaaleMegha-

KaaleMeghaPaani to barsana’, ‘HariyalaSawanDholBajataaaya’, ‘Teri do takya di 

naukarivemeraaakhonkasawanjaaye’, ‘Rim jhimkatarana le keaayibarsat’ (Kala Bazar, 

1960), ‘Raat’(night) as metaphor of sorrow and ‘Savera’ (morning) as of joy and hope. 

Songs present relationship between parents, lovers, brothe-sisters,deity-devotee spiritual 

connections.A person in love will feel good listening to the songs like 

‘Pyarhuaikraarhua’, a person whose beloved left him or her will feel empathy with the 

songs expressing sadness. Sometimes, songs create platform of empathy, or enhance the 

feeling of the audience. A woman will feel in a different way on a feminist condition 

expressed through a song. Empathy cannot be derived without being facing the same 

problem. But sometimes, lyrics and tone is such a powerful that audience began framing 

himself/herself into it. Songs also present caste and color of a particular region. ‘Gora 

Rang Chunariyakaali’, ‘GoriyanKalaiyan’ are songs presenting the fair skin color of 

Punjabi girls. ‘Jatts’ are dominating in Punjabi Cinema and the songs other than movies 

also. So, are followed in Hindi movies as a popular culture as well.The industry demands 

to fit voices as according to songs. So, Punjabi singers sing in Hindi Cinema where songs 

are ‘Punjabi’. SukshinderShinda, Mika, DalerMehndi, Hans Raj Hans,GurdasMaan, Guru 

Randhawa are Punjabi singers frequently singing in Hindi films both in Punjabi as well as 

Hindi language. 

 

SIGNIFICANCE: 
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This is essential to interpret the songs influence the identity and represent cultural 

dimensions and also interprets gender. 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

1. To find out how songs define story and draw portraits in movies of Bollywood. 

2. To dig out the way Hindi Cinema adapts Punjabi culture, sign, symbols and 

metaphors and to compare Punjabi songs with original. 

3. To describe women’s presentation through words and shots in selected movies. 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

 

The researcher find out the way songs leads the story and define characters, 

explore their desires and make their identity. Comparing words with the locations around, 

there is found out the way songs represent a particular geographical areas. Apart from all 

the songs of movie, there are observed words taken from Punjabi folk culture. And the 

meaning is compared with the original folksongs. For technical aspects, the shots along 

with words are studied to understand women’s presentation. The researcher selected 

movies with women as protagonist as to know how women are used or treated as a tool to 

misinterpret the meaning of Punjabi songs. There movies are based on a common concept 

of ‘diaspora’ and relationship between good and bad. In this research, the researcher is 

making meaning of Punjabi Folk songs, the representative of art, happiness, sadness, 

wedding functions, and festivals of people of Punjab or in other words, culture of Punjab 

in Hindi Cinema through songs. 

MAKING MEANING OF ‘FOLK’ IN PUNJAB: ORIGIN AND REFLECTION IN 

POPULAR CULTURE 

Punjab is a region where songs and music are being demanded and formed so 

passionatelythat these can never be separated from its people.As Punjabi folk songs are 

the songs unscripted, formed by Punjabi people,these songs are being sung in same tone 

by people of Punjab from ages and with same music in Bollywood movies. In previous 

Punjab, otherwise or as its folk songs reflect, Punjabi women do not go outside for 
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earning, they live inside, engage themselves in households whole over the day. To make 

their routine interesting, they used to sing while working. The songs related to the work 

theydo, the songs related to the functions they attendor prepare for, the songs concerned 

with the festivals they attend are known as the folk songs of Punjab. To establish the 

influence of Punjabi culture on Hindi Cinema, it is essential to demonstrate the influence 

of Punjab itself on the nation and beyond the nations.After partition of India and 

Pakistan, Cinema industry of Punjab in Lahore named ‘Lollywood’ departed from Indian 

Punjab after partition. So, film-makers and actors belonging to Pakistani Punjab moved 

there and the filmmakers or actors belonging to Indian Punjab to Bombay. It results 

influence of Punjabi Culture on popular Hindi Cinema. 

As according to Dr. Sohinder Singh VanjaraBedi, “Some life incidents become a 

part of our life as their impact remains on our minds, which persist in the form of folk 

songs on the lips of their people.” These incidents travel with ages, generations to 

generations and the people relate these folk songs with their contemporary incidents and 

these remain a part of their life. 

IDENTIFICATION OF PUNJABI FOLK INHINDI CINEMA: FORMS OF 

FEELINGS, ORAMENTS AND COSTUMES 

Many Hindi films portray Punjabi characters aspersons telling jokes, or to add 

humor in the genre. In Punjab, the people called ‘Bhand’ use to make others laugh 

performing humorous activities at wedding functionsor festivals. So, performing such an 

acts or becoming good audience of these acts, Punjabi’s have good humor appeal.Punjabi 

Songs are sung by the women of Punjab of different ages (young or old), different status 

(single, beloved, engaged or married) on different relations as songs of sister-in-law, for 

brother-in-law, for father, father-in-law, Mother or Mother-in-law. Songs of wedding 

functions are calledGhoriyan (for boy’s wedding), Suhaag (For girl’s wedding), 

Sithaniyan (comments between in-laws), as adapted in many movies ‘SadaChiriya da 

chambave babul assauddjana’(we girls are a group of sparrows and will be married and 

go out of your house once a day) in opening credits of 1976 movie ‘KabhieKabhie’ is an 

example. Songs of expressions of happiness are sung on festivals or functions by men 

and women together named ‘Boliyan’. These are sung as well as the perform Punjabi 
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Dance Bhangra-Gidha on them. ‘Udde jab jabjulffeteri..’ (NayaDaur, 1957), 

‘MehndiLagakerakhna’ (DilwaleDulhaniya le Jayege, 1998), ‘Nee le de menu 

kalyabaagan di mehndi’ (Monsoon Wedding, 2009) are such examples in Bollywood 

movies. Along with wedding functions, Songs describing Punjabi festivals are also seen 

in movies of Bollywood as ‘Lo aagyiLohrive’ (Veer Zaara, 2004). 

Songs celebrating the feelings of between boy and girl are in the form of Tappe as 

followed by Bollywood movies Uddjaa kale 

kaawateremuhwichkhandpaava..lejatusandeshamera me sadke java (Black crow…fly 

away and deliver my message to my lover..i would be thankful to you) song of Gadar 

(2001) movie, ‘Chithi mere mahiye di wichmeranaa bole (My name is highlighted in my 

lover’s letter) in (Veer Zaara, 2004).  

Martyrdom of ShaheedBhagat Singh, Kartar Singh Sarabha, Udham Singh is still 

unforgettable for people of Punjab. So, biopicsbbasedon the lives of these heroes or 

sheroesof Punjab are viewed and appreciated by audience related to Punjab. Seven 

Bollywood movies are made on a single Punjabi hero ‘ShaheedBhagat Singh’ and three 

of them are in one year (2002). ‘BhaagMilkhaBhaag (2013)’is a biopic based on athlete 

from Punjabi origin ‘Milkha Singh’. Theseheroes are also responsible for introducing 

‘Punjabi culture’ at national level through medium of moving images. 

Apart from Punjabi real life heros or sheroes, Bollywood movies are also adapted 

from Punjabi novels. ‘PavitarPaapi’ (1970) is a movie adapted from Punjabi novel of 

same name by ‘Nanak Singh’and ‘Pinjar’ is a 2003 movie adapted from novel written by 

‘Amrita Pritam’. Thus Punjabi culture, Punjabi locations, were obvious to be introduced 

through these movies.As the idea of the story, characters is introduced by tee Punjabi 

writers, songs of these movies will also depict Punjabi culture. 

Punjabi Folk Songs also make meaning through its ornaments. And such a songs 

are also a part of Hindi movies as Loafer (1973) movie song ‘Koi 

sehribaabudillehribaabupag band gyaghungru, meicham-chamnachdifiraa’, 

Pichepicheajamerichaldekhajaye, in Nagmani (1991), Anokhi Ada (1973) tribal song 

‘MeriNathni gum gayineemthale’(lyrics translated from Punjabi folk song 
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‘Meralaunggawacha’). The most followed Punjabi ornaments by Bollywood are ‘Jugni’ 

and ‘Challa’.Asperthenames sound, Jugni is characterized as a girl who moves outside, 

falls in love and feel free and Challa is a boy who goes outside to   ‘Jugni’ is an ornament 

wore by Punjabi women around their neck. As Aahutee (1978) movie song 

‘Jugniikladkikanaam, sabkikardi neend haram’, ‘Jugni-Jugnioyehoye’ song of Badal 

(2000) movie, Cocktail (2012) movie song ‘Saimerya di Jugni ho’, ‘Jugni ho 

patakhaguddi ho’song in Highway (2014) and ‘Jugniudinayenaye par liye’ song of 

Queen (2014). ‘Challa’ is a ring which Punjabi boys wear or it is also known as a 

souvenir of love. In Hindi Movies, many examples are found with ‘Challa’ as a souvenir 

or a boy falling in love or going leaving his homeland. Anjaana (1969) movie song 

‘Aameri rani le jaChallaNishani’, Kismat (2004) song ‘MahiMahiMahi menu Challapva 

de’, ‘Challa India to aaya’of Crook (2010), ‘Challakilabhdafirre’ song of Jab takheiJaan 

(2012) are the examples. 

As well as ornaments, Punjabi songs based on Punjabi costumes of boys and girls 

are also found in Bollywood movies as TumsanahiDekha (1957) movie song ‘sar par 

topilaal hath me reshamkarumaal’, ‘Gora rang chunariya kali’ of Howrah bridge (1958), 

‘MeriGhagri nu ghungrulwa de’ song of Sawan (1959) movie, ‘Le de saiyaanOdhni’ 

song in PavitarPaapi (1970), Jeenamarnatere sang (1992) song ‘Kala doriyakiskunde dole 

ni’ and ‘Laalghagriniterilaalghagri’ in Insaaniyat (1994) are the examples. 

Many of Punjabi Folk songs in Hindi Movies consist of the word ‘Pardesi’. Here, 

pardesi stands for a lover or husband living far away from his beloved. In Punjab, 

especially in ‘Doaba Region’of Punjab (as Punjab is geographically divided into Majha, 

Malwa and Doaba), most of the Punjabi’sare migrated to other countries. As in Punjabi 

Cinema, the popular genre is diaspora, this concept is being used in manysongs of Hindi 

movies. As ‘GharaajaPardesiteradeshbulaye re’ song in DilwaleDulhaniya le Jayege 

(1995). 

CELEBRATING SUFISM IN HINDI CINEMA: ISHQ HAQIQI AND ISHQ 

MIJAJI 
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Apart from folk songs reflecting happiness, Punjabi culture is enriched with ‘Sufi’ 

music is originated from 11
th

 century peer baba Farid. Punjabi loud beat songs forces the 

listeners who know or don’t know the lyrics, to stand up and dance. But Punjabi Sufi 

songs and music mesmerizes listeners to their souls and empowers their emotions and 

console them. Sufi songs are categorized as IshqHaqiqi and IshqMijaji. IshqHaqiqi is the 

love of soul and almighty and IshqMijaji is love celebrated between two souls (man and 

Woman).  

Literature of baba Farid, Bulleh Shah are examples of IshqHaqiqi and ‘Heer’ by 

Waris Shah, ‘SohniMahiwal’ by Hashim, ‘SassiPunnu’ by Peelu are examples of 

IshqMijaji. Sufi Songs may or may not be related to the locations of Punjab as these are 

songs of minds, of spirit. ‘Sun Patarlikhanwalya..koilikhIshq di gal’ (SohniMahiwal, 

1947), ‘MeraBichraYaar Mila de Sadkarasoolka’ and ‘Panghatpenazrein lad gyi’ 

(SohniMahiwaal 1958), ‘DolichadhteHeer ne bainkiye..’ (HeerRanjha, 1970), ‘Uthneend 

se Mirjya jag ja’ (Pratigya, 1975), ‘Rab menu maafkre..meraInsaafkre’ (SohniMahiwaal, 

1984) are examples of IshqMijaji in Bollywood songs. ‘Yaar mile to izzatsamjhuKanjri 

ban karnachna’ (Daag, 1952), ‘Jaavedhona..menhibolna’ (Bobby, 1973), ‘Menu Ishq da 

lagyaRog..meribachne di nahioumeed’ (DilHeikiMaantanahi, 1991), ‘Rangrez’ (Tanu 

Weds Manu, 2011) and ‘YaarajLutna’ (Cocktail, 2012) are examples of IshqHaqiqi in 

songs of Bollywood movies. 

MAKING MEANING OF PUNJABI FOLK SONGS IN COCKTAIL AND 

QUEEN: A GENDER PERSPECTIVE 

 

The feminist film theorists refined the models of Marxist emancipation. For the 

models beginning and ending with men, feminist film theory set itself the task to affirm 

the distinctiveness and particularity of women‟s identities in the face of universal 

narrative of men. Replacing Marxist theories of 1970, women’s identity models set in 

1980s and 1990 (Durgnat, 1967, p. 241).Laura Mulvey in her 1975 article ‘Visual 

Pleasure and Narrative Cinema’, says that socially established interpretation of sexual 

differences controls images, erotic ways of looking and spectacle. The cinema makes an 

appeal of that of narcissism/ego-libido, in which a sense of self is reconfirmed in the 
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unity of screen image. The female as images, is aligned with spectacle, space and screen 

(Stam et al., 2002, p. 175). 

The movie ‘Cocktail’ is directed by ‘HomiAdajaniya’ and music is composed by 

PritamChakraborty.Imtiaz Ali is the scriptwriter. The film starts with Gautam (Saif Ali 

Khan), a flirty young man travelling from India to England and Meera (Diana Penty) 

travelling to England to join her husband. Her husband leaves her to go and she meets 

‘Veronica’ (DeepikaPadukone). Deepika enters in the movie with song 

‘Marjaanipaundibhangra…Angreji beat te..(The girl does Punjabi danceon English beat). 

The song characterize her as a totally modern girl who dances in disco, have drinks and is 

totally free of bounds opposite to Meera, a very simple girl who is rejected by her NRI 

husband. Veronica takes Meera to her home. Song ‘Me Sharabi’ gets Veronika and 

Gautam, two people with same thinking about opposite sex, together. 

‘ChadimujheDaarooteriaisi’ song defines friendship between Veronika, Meera and 

Gautam. Their lifestyle, their fun moments, as if life is all about fun but their life start 

changing after this. ‘Tum hi ho BandhuSakhaTumhi’ songs define hidden feelings and 

intimacy of Meera and Gautam. And this is a quest in the movie which turns the whole 

story. ‘Teranaamjapdifira’ defines Veronica’s emotions for Gautam that she loves him 

true and he cannot sacrifice him for anyone. As knowing this, Meera leaves Veeronica’s 

house, and Gautam also leaves her. They three separate from one-another. This is shown 

in the song ‘Alvida…YaaraAlvida’. ‘Luttna’ defines condition of Meera and Veronica and 

their unconditional love for Gautam. This is again a symbol of ‘IshqHaqiqi’ from Punjabi 

Sufism. The song ‘Jugni’ explores Veronica’s accident, Gautam taking care of her as 

well as missing Meera. The song identifies ‘Jugni’ as a person who is in love. Sometimes 

it is Veronica, sometimes Meera and Gautam. RealisingGautam’s true love for Meera, 

Veronica takes him to her. Veronica is the shero of the film who has the power to 

sacrifice her love for her friend. 

 

Directed by VikasBahl, the music of movie ‘Queen’ is composed by Amit Trivedi 

and Rupesh Kumar Ram. The film is a story of a girl of Rajouri Garden, Delhi, named 

Rani (KanganaRanaut). The songs of movie not narrate the story but also lead explore the 

theme. First song of the movie ‘London Thumakda’ explores the levishPunjabi family 
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wedding, loud music and dances. The song however contains the lyrics ‘Lathe di 

ChadarUtte honeymoon karmahiya’ has been distorted from the Punjabi folk song sung 

by Surinder Kaur ‘Lathe di ChadarUtteSaleti Rang Mahia’. Here the meaning is totally 

changed by means of a Chadar which originally means a ‘Chadar’ wear by Punjabi boys 

to a ‘Chadar’ as a ‘bedsheet’.On the same day, Rani’s fanceVicky (Rajkumar Rao) calls 

rejects her as he thinks returning back from England that, she is too simple to be married 

by him. Next song ‘RanjhameraRanjha’ song plays from the time she leaves Vijay to the 

time she enters her room and locks herself in. So this song is added in the movie for her 

journey to be left alone. ‘Heer-Ranjha’ being the ideal love couple of Punjab is involved 

here so that Heer ‘Rani’ feels that she is being separated by the person, Vijay ‘Ranjha’ 

with whom she was for years. Watching her passport, she decides to continue her plan of 

going to Paris for honeymoon alone. She goes to Paris. Her loneliness in the large crowd 

is presented by the next song of movie ‘Harjaiyaa….milawoh hone kojudaakyu’ (Why he 

meet me to go far away). She realizes she can watch Eiffel tower only from a distance or 

only a reflection of it. She runs away from everything. Later there is a change in her life 

meeting ‘Vijay Lakshmi’ pet names herself ‘Vijay’. ‘TaakeJhaake’ song defines her 

journey of Paris in a new platform with a good companion. In the meantime, her fiancé 

Vijay realizes his mistake and start finding her. ‘Hungama ho gya’ is a song played in a 

bar where Rani dances leaving the bounds. This leads to Rani’s catharsis and ultimately, 

the change in movie. ‘O Gujariya’ explains her journey in Amsterdom with her three 

male friends. ‘Jugni…Udi..nayenaye par liye..Pinjraakhol’ is a song when Rani 

participates in a food making competition and prepares GolGappas. ‘Kinaare’, the last 

song of movie definitely take the story of film to its edge. Returning back to India, Rani 

goes to Vijay’s house, returns his engagement ring, hugs him and leaves without saying a 

word. She has a smile on her face as instead of blaming him, she is thankful to him for 

giving her a new life. 

CONCLUSION: 

Songs reflect film genres, narrate the story, the ideas and the regional culture. So, 

Punjabi folk songs added in Hindi movies identify the concept of ‘Punjabiness’. Hindi 

film songs can be referred to as the modern urban folk music of India as these are modern 

in tone and the way these songs fit into the modern concept or modern stories or as 
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contemporary characters can act or dance onto these and can relate their feelings with the 

songs having texts derived from Punjabi folks. Ideas are never burnt or there is no rebirth 

of ideas but ideas change their forms. Ideas modernize themselves as according to the 

contemporary world as these folk songs are modernized. 

Studying Punjabi songs in Hindi movies, it is noted that Punjabi life-style, history, 

locations, festivals are represented through folk songs. When songs represent emotions, 

then there is no dance but songs. Sufi songs are shot keeping in mind the situations or 

condition. When songs are for events, there is dance. Songs narrate stories and draw 

portraits of the characters, differentiating the positive, negative or grey characters. The 

songs help to give impression of reality in movies and may help communication with the 

audience easier. Either representing Punjabi culture, these songs distort the meanings. In 

Indian Cultures as the researcher observes, it is only responsibility of women to take care 

of their culture. Or in other words, women are only way for every culture to represent 

identity, reflect their culture in real life or in movies. So, women characters in these films 

as women protagonist defines the culture, communicate through gestures and camera 

defines each word through them.  

Music has no language but the dimensions and originality of the culture should not be 

harmed while translating into a film. The folk cannot be fitted into another culture 

distorting the words or by just using the popular words. If it is fitted, the meanings are 

changed, message is distorted and reality is lost.  

When the modern and cultural/traditional (in the form of text, techniques, costume or 

make up) come together, then a balance should be maintained so that the original could 

be preserved from distortion. 

Songs should be touched, molded, edited or recreated but the originality should 

not be lost. Cinema is a medium of medium of masses and it is not bounded with 

geographical boundaries. Film is an art free for expression. But it is good if ideas come 

itself than distorting the original content. Women play powerful role in constructing, 

singing and preserving Punjabi Songs and their image should not be distorted through 

these songs. 
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